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MOVE TEXAS
ISSUE AREAS

- VOTING RIGHTS
- CLIMATE JUSTICE
- RACIAL & CRIMINAL JUSTICE
- MERCH DESIGNS
CHRISTINA CIABURRI

CHRISTINA CIABURRI IS A NATIVE TEXAN WHO LOVES TO CREATE HOPE AND LEAVE KINDNESS IN THE SPACES SHE’S IN. SHE GRADUATED FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN WITH DUAL DEGREES IN PSYCHOLOGY AND COMMUNICATION AND LEADERSHIP. SHE HOPES TO CONTINUE TO FIND INTERSECTIONAL PATHWAYS TO ACHIEVE SOCIAL JUSTICE AND HELP CREATE A BETTER, MORE INCLUSIVE TEXAS AS SHE EARNED HER MASTER’S IN SOCIAL WORK THIS FALL AT HER ALMA MATER. THROUGHOUT HER FORMAL EDUCATION, CHRISTINA ALSO GREW HER TALENTS AS AN ARTIST AS A MEANS TO DESTRESS AND ENJOY A HOBBY. AS AN ARTIST, HER PRIMARY INTERESTS ARE IN DIGITAL AND TRADITIONAL PAINTING MEDIUMS THAT BRING OPTIMISM AND JOY TO THOSE WHO VIEW HER ART. WANTING TO EXPAND HER ARTISTIC EXPERIENCES, CHRISTINA JOINED MOVE TEXAS BECAUSE OF HOW IT WAS ABLE TO BRING TOGETHER HER TWO PASSIONS: ART AND CIVIC ENGAGEMENT. OUTSIDE OF THE OFFICE AND CLASSROOM, SHE ENJOYS GOING TO COFFEE SHOPS, READING, AND CAKE DECORATING!
VOTING RIGHTS
CHRISTINA CIABURRI
CLIMATE JUSTICE
CHRISTINA CIABURRI

LOCAL GREEN NEW DEALS ARE POSSIBLE

A JUST TRANSITION INCLUDES EVERYONE

WE DESERVE A CLEANER FUTURE
PUBLIC SAFETY IS NOT COPS
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...Not Cops
Claire Eby was born and raised in Wichita Falls, TX where she spent much of her time drawing and painting. She then went on to receive her Bachelor’s Degree in Motion Media Design with a minor in Illustration at the Savannah College of Art and Design in Savannah, Georgia. She began her career in design for public affairs as a Motion Design intern at VOX Global in Washington DC. Claire then continued as a full time Designer at FEMA, where she gained a passion for understanding accessibility needs in design. Claire has since moved to Austin, Texas where she now works as a Multi-Media Designer and Video Editor for the Arthritis Foundation and has found Austin to be the perfect place to integrate art and advocacy. She’s looking forward to joining MOVE Texas to invest in expanding access and equity through energizing young folks in the rural and marginalized communities that shaped her. Claire is a digital jack-of-all-trades-master-of-some artist who creates experiences through design, animation, and projection mapping. She’s inspired by title sequences, graffiti, and delicious Texas Kolaches.
VOTING RIGHTS

CLaire Eby

Texas Field Guide to Voter Suppression

Vol. 1 (1836-1977)

Texas Secedes From Mexico

1836

Texas Secedes From the United States

1861

KING STREET PATRIOTS IN HARRIS COUNTY: Poll intimidation group formed in response to Obama’s presidential win. They scoured voter rolls in predominantly black parts of Houston and came up with a list of what they called fraudulent registration forms. Group praised by Harris Tax Assessor at the time.

2008

Totally & Very Real

Voting Rights Grim Reaper Himself, Greg Abbott, then Attorney General, had armed agents raid the headquarters of Houston votes and seized everything funded by a federal grant disbursed by Gov. Rick Perry. During this period, they targeted dozens of groups that assist marginalized voters.

2010

Watch the video on TikTok @MOVE Texas
CLIMATE JUSTICE
CLAIRE EBY

EARTH DAY PROJECTION AT THE GOVERNOR’S MANSION!
MERCH IDEAS
CLAUDE EBY

MOVE
Bitch!
(I'm Gay)
MAYA FERRER IS AN ARTIST, ACTOR AND ACTIVIST FROM DALLAS, TX! SHE ATTENDED OKLAHOMA CITY UNIVERSITY WHERE SHE EARNED HER BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS, AND LATER RETURNED TO TEXAS WHERE SHE HAD THE PRIVILEGE OF WORKING WITH MOVE AS AN ARTIST FELLOW! OUTSIDE OF MOVE, MAYA HAS DONE DESIGN WORK FOR VARIOUS CAMPAIGNS AND ORGANIZATIONS, INCLUDING THE SUNRISE MOVEMENT AND TEXAS FREEDOM NETWORK, WHERE SHE NOW WORKS AS A DIGITAL DESIGNER. WHEN SHE ISN’T DOING DESIGN AND ILLUSTRATION, MAYA WORKS AS AN ACTOR IN THE DFW AREA, AND ALSO ENJOYS MUSHROOM FORAGING AND MYCOLOGY. SHE HOPES THAT HER WORK WILL REACH AND INSPIRE YOUNG AUDIENCES TO TAKE ACTION, ORGANIZE, AND ADVOCATE FOR PROGRESSIVE CHANGE IN THEIR LOCAL COMMUNITIES.
VOTING RIGHTS

MAYA FERRER

Stop Barriers

Ballot

TO THE

VOTING SHOULD BE EASY
PRIVATE PRISONS
PROTECT & SERVE CORPORATE INTERESTS
MERCH IDEAS
MAYA FERRER
Genesis is an artist born and raised in South Texas, in a mid-sized town called Laredo. She graduated from Texas State University with a B.A in Fine Arts and Communications and currently works as a community coordinator in her county. Community and art drive her forward. Growing up in a border town has shaped her and poured over into my work such as incorporating vibrant color palettes, throwing in popular Spanish sayings, and illustrating women defying machismo culture. Color, expression, self-acceptance/self-compassion, empowerment and community is what jer art centers on and she hopes to keep growing as an artist.
your VOTE is Community Care
CLIMATE JUSTICE

GENESIS VICTORIA HERNANDEZ
RACIAL & CRIMINAL JUSTICE

GENESIS VICTORIA HERNANDEZ

MIGRATION IS A HUMAN RIGHT

Virgen de Guadalupe
Virgin of Guadalupe
MERCH IDEAS
GENESIS VICTORIA HERNANDEZ
Taylor Teachout is an artist, singer-songwriter, and poet with a passion for human rights.
VOTING RIGHTS
TAYLOR TEACHOUT

When it's time to vote
My Granny reminds me

That her mother had to register in secret
At events disguised as church potlucks

So the Klan wouldn't show

I voted in Dallas County

My vote pays respect to a legacy of bravery

BUY THE ZINE ON THE MERCH STORE
SHOP.MOVETEXAS.ORG
MERCH IDEAS
TAYLOR TEACHOUT

PUFF PUFF PASS DECRIMINALIZATION ASHTRAY!
THANK YOU FOR ADDING COLOR TO MOVE TEXAS' MISSION!

FOLLOW THE ARTISTS ON INSTAGRAM:

• @CATBURRI
• @CLAIREEBY
• @MSFERRET
• @GEN.SCRIBBLES
• @TAYLORTEACHOUT